HEINE SIGMA® 250 Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope
Accurate diagnosis made easy.

Now with a new power supply: HEINE mPack mini
70% smaller and lighter
HEINE SIGMA® 250 BINOCULAR INDIRECT OPHTHALMOSCOPE
Spectacle-mounted lightweight with a multitude of benefits.

NEW! HEINE mPack mini – The compact and light power source for SIGMA250.
The new, high performance power source HEINE mPack mini offers freedom from cables that tie the users to desk, wall or static power sources. With a weight of just 95 g and dimensions of 44 x 23 x 101 mm, this mobile power source is now approximately approx. 70 % smaller and lighter than its predecessor.

The pouch, which is included in the delivery, can be attached to the belt. The mPack mini can also be charged whilst in the pouch. Thanks to the Li-ion battery technology, the power source has an operating time of typ. 11 hours in continuous operation at maximum power. The mPack mini is flexible in charging due to its USB connector. Charge it via laptop, desktop or USB charger.

SIGMA250 Kit with S-FRAME
SIGMA250, S-FRAME, mPack mini with E4-USB plug-in transformer, Retaining cord, Cleaning fluid for S-FRAME, mPack mini Belt Clip
C-008.33.341

SIGMA250 M2* Kit with S-FRAME
SIGMA250 M2, S-FRAME, mPack mini with E4-USB plug-in transformer, Retaining cord, Cleaning fluid for S-FRAME, mPack mini Belt Clip
C-008.33.346

SIGMA250 Set with S-FRAME
SIGMA250, S-FRAME, mPack mini with E4-USB plug-in transformer, Scleral depressor small, Scleral depressor large, A.R. 20D Ophthalmology Lens, Teaching Mirror, Cobalt Blue and Yellow Filters, Diffusor attachment, Retaining cord, Cleaning fluid for S-FRAME, mPack mini Belt Clip, Carrying case
C-281.41.671

SIGMA250 M2* Set with S-FRAME
SIGMA250 M2, S-FRAME, mPack mini with E4-USB plug-in transformer, Scleral depressor small, Scleral depressor large, A.R. 20D Ophthalmology Lens, Teaching Mirror, Cobalt Blue and Yellow Filters, Diffusor attachment, Retaining cord, Cleaning fluid for S-FRAME, mPack mini Belt Clip, Carrying case
C-279.41.671

* The SIGMA250 M2 has a micro spot aperture instead of small aperture.

Further information on HEINE products can be found at www.heine.com
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